PROJECTS

The quiet stage
Wooridle Church is attempting to create a truly quiet stage by adding
myMix to its powerful sound reinforcement rig, as Barney Jameson reports

Deok Soo Lim runs the Midas Pro9 front of house console
ANY LARGE CHURCH SEEKING TO
achieve a high quality sound
reinforcement solution within its main
sanctuary must eventually wrestle with
the question of how many decibels it’s
producing on stage. It is one thing to
acquire a powerful, high-end system,
but quite another to deliver real clarity
through control. Deok Soo Lim, chief
sound engineer at South Korea’s
Wooridle Church, is on a mission to do
just that.
Located in the Pangyo district of
Yongin City, near Seoul, the church
recently turned 10 years old, having
originally started in the gymnasium
of Seoul’s Hwimoon High School. As
is the case with so many churches
in South Korea, the church rapidly
grew in numbers to the point that
its membership now stands at
approximately 5,000 worshippers. Not
surprisingly, it has now moved into its
own dedicated building, with the high
school remaining as a satellite location.
The current church boasts the kind of
large auditorium-style sanctuary that
has become the norm in Seoul. Seating
approximately 2,500 people at any one
time, the room comprises a large stage
overlooked by an expansive balcony
with ground-Áoor seating beneath.
Any acoustic issues that may have
been created during the sanctuary’s
construction were dealt with early on.
‘The acoustic performance of the main
sanctuary was a priority for us right

A view over the sanctuary

One of the church’s eight myMix
units in use for percussion

Deok Soo Lim, chief sound engineer at South Korea’s Wooridle Church
from the beginning,’ explains Mr Lim.
‘The interior design and the acoustic
design were linked – we always spoke
about the importance of the acoustics.
We came out with a good result.’ The
sanctuary now has a reverberation
time, he adds, of ‘0.9s’.
With so much effort having gone into
the sound of the room itself, it’s no
surprise that the audio solutions the
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church has acquired are of the highest
calibre. Wooridle worked alongside
Sound Solution to create the best
possible installation for Mr Lim and his
volunteers to use. The result comprises
a muscular front of house system
based on a left-right conÀguration of
10 per-side Adamson Y10 enclosures
powered by a combination of Lab.
gruppen FP10000Q and FP7000

ampliÀers with six LM2 processors for
loudspeaker management. Both hangs
also boast two Spektrix Wave down-Àlls
per side powered by an FP10000Q
ampliÀer, while two Áown T21 subs perside are driven by four FP7000 amps
for low-end.
Elsewhere in the sanctuary, Point
8-P enclosures have been deployed
in a variety of positions including six
as apron Àlls, a further six as underbalcony delays, two covering the choir
and a Ànal six providing coverage to the
upper balcony area. All are powered by
Lab.gruppen C1 amps.
The front of house position – located
at the front of the balcony – is no
less impressive, with a Midas Pro9
digital console used for front of house
mixing accompanied by a Pro2C as
a back-up mixer. A third Midas desk
– a Pro2 – can also be found in the
church’s broadcast facility, from which
it transmits services online and to
its satellite campus with engineers
listening closely through Genelec
800A monitors.
Even Wooridle’s microphone selection
is a who’s who of leading brands,
including Shure 85D and 8L;
channels providing wireless coverage,
DPA 011C mics suspended over
the stage and dvote 099s used to
capture musicians’ performances, plus
Beyerdynamic handhelds, AKG and
Sennheiser drum-mics and multiple
models from Schoeps.
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Wooridle Church’s racks with Midas I/O boxes and the
myMix IEX-16L input expander

www.soundus.co.kr
www.sscom.com
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